1368 Research Park Dr
Beavercreek, Ohio

BEAVERCREEK PLANNING COMMISSION
Regular Meeting – December 2, 2020, 6:00 p.m.
This meeting will be held in the Council Chamber. Social distancing will be observed and it is
asked that anyone wishing to attend the meeting in person to please wear a face mask.
Public Comments:
All persons present shall be given an opportunity to be heard on proposed legislation during a
public hearing. For those not wishing to appear in person but wish to make a public comment,
please feel free to send an email to the Deputy Clerk at: gillaugh@beavercreekohio.gov.
Comments must be received by 4:00 p.m., Wednesday, December 2, 2020 to be considered for
the meeting. Please be very specific on which legislation you are addressing. Thank you.
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

IV.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
A. November 4, 2020

V.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
A. PUD 20-1, Unison Industries LLC Rezoning
B. PUD 20-2, The Creek Stop Rezoning
C. PUD 96-4 CU 11/20, Empowered Community Services of Beavercreek
D. PUD 96-4 SSP #5, Empowered Community Services of Beavercreek

VI.

DECISION ITEMS
A. PUD 15-3 MOD 11/20, Minor, Rapid Fire Pick-Up Window

VII.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
A. Mall at Fairfield Commons Conditional Use Case

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

BEAVERCREEK PLANNING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING, November 4, 2020
PRESENT: Mr. Ayers, Mr. Hight, Mr. Loftis, Mr. Meyer, Mr. Self
ABSENT: None
Chairman Self called the meeting to order followed by roll call.
Mr. Hight MOVED approval of the agenda. Motion was seconded by Mr. Loftis and
PASSED by majority voice vote.
Mr. Loftis MOVED approval of the September 2, 2020 minutes. Motion was seconded
by Mr. Ayers and PASSED by majority voice vote.
SUBDIVISIONS
S-20-9, Cedarbrook Farms, Sec. 2
Ms. Pereira summarized the staff report dated October 22, 2020, on a request by M/I
Homes of Cincinnati, 9349 Waterstone Blvd, Ste. 100, Cincinnati, OH 45249. The
applicant is requesting approval of a final subdivision for approximately 10.5 acres
within Cedarbrook Farm in order to create 28 lots for the second phase of the
development. Staff recommended approval of the case with seven conditions.
Mr. Loftis asked if staff could take a look at their signage because he felt it was a little
obsessive. Ms. Pereira said they would look into it tomorrow.
Mr. Self asked if there was going to be a speed bump. Ms. Pereira explained it is a
speed table, and that it was like a speed bump but it is flat on the top.
Mr. Ayers MOVED to approve S-20-9 with seven conditions:
1. The approved record plan shall be the plan stamped “Received September 29,
2020”, except as modified below.
2. All conditions for approval of PUD 17-3 SSP #2 shall remain in full force and effect.
3. All fees and bonds for this subdivision including but not limited to a landscape
bond, and fees-in-lieu of parkland, shall be approved by the Planning and Zoning
Department and paid to the City of Beavercreek prior to the release of the record
plat for recording.
4. The Planning Dept. shall provide, and the applicant shall sign and return to the
Planning Dept., a Subdivider’s Agreement for this section. Said Agreement must
be reviewed and approved by the City prior to the release of the Record Plan for
recording.
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5. All concerns and comments of the Planning and Zoning Department, City
Engineer, Beavercreek Fire Dept., and Greene County Sanitary Engineering
Department shall be satisfied prior to release of the record plan for recording.
6. The developer shall install an automatic photocell post light in the front yard of
each buildable lot within the subdivision.
7. Prior to release of the record plat for recording, the applicant shall provide a digital
format file of the finalized subdivision in Autocad or .dxf format.
Motion was seconded by Mr. Hight. Motion PASSED by a roll call vote of 5-0.
S-20-10, Chapman Plat
Ms. Pereira summarized the staff report dated October 22, 2020, on a request by
Timothy Chapman, 9 North Alpha Bellbrook Road, Beavercreek, OH 45434. The
applicant is requesting approval of a final subdivision for 2.7960 acres. This subdivision
is composed of the existing unplatted parcel and is located at the northwest corner of
Indian Ripple Road and North Alpha Bellbrook Road. This parcel is to be divided into 2
lots with 40,743 square feet for Lot #1 and 72,090 square feet for Lot #2. Staff
recommended approval of the case with five conditions.
Mr. Self asked if the setback for an R-1AA is the same as an R-1A. Ms. Pereira said it
is. Mr. Self questioned what the setback is. Ms. Pereira said it is a minimum of 10 feet.
Mr. Loftis MOVED to approve S-20-10 with five conditions:
1. The approved record plan shall be the plan stamped “Received September 29,
2020”, except as modified below.
2. Prior to release of the record plan for recording, the applicant shall revise and/or
add any necessary language on the record plan drawings as determined by the
Planning and Development Department.
3. All concerns and comments of the Planning and Development Department, City
Engineer, Greene County Sanitary Engineering Department, Greene County
Auditor, public utility providers, and the Beavercreek Township Fire Department
shall be addressed and satisfied prior to release of the record plan for recording.
4. Prior to the release of the record plan for recording, the applicant shall pay
all required fees, including fees in lieu of parkland dedication per 155.087.
5. Prior to release of the record plan for recording, the applicant shall provide a
digital format file of the subdivision in Autocad or .dxf format.
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Motion was seconded by Mr. Meyer. Motion PASSED by a roll call vote of 5-0.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. Loftis MOVED adjournment at 6:13 p.m., seconded by Mr. Hight. Motion PASSED
by majority voice vote.
_______________________
Melissa Gillaugh
Deputy Clerk
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CITY OF BEAVERCREEK
STAFF REPORT
November 20, 2020
PROJECT:

Unison Industries LLC

CASE NUMBER:

I-PUD 20-2 Rezoning

APPLICANT:

Unison Industries LLC (Agent for Owner)
2455 Dayton-Xenia Rd.
Beavercreek OH 45432

REQUEST
The applicant, an
authorized agent for Miami
Valley Research Park is
requesting approval to
rezone 53.75 acres within
Miami Valley Research
Park, from RP-1 Research
Park, to an Industrial
Planned Unit Development
(I- PUD). The proposed
PUD will be located on the
north side of Research
Boulevard just w e s t o f
t h e I- 6 7 5 / R e s e a r c h
Boulevard overpass.
The intent is to rezone the
53.75 acres to allow for the
construction of a
manufacturing plant for
Unison Industries LLC.
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MIAMI VALLEY RESEARCH PARK
From MVRP website:
“Miami Valley Research Park contains 1,250 acres of gently rolling land in the eastern Dayton
suburban communities of Beavercreek and Kettering. The non-profit Park is a university-related
research park affiliated with four local academic institutions including: Sinclair Community College,
The University of Dayton, and Wright State University. Started in 1984, the Park is designed to attract
advanced technology companies and organizations involved in original research, prototype development
or the application of technology to products or services.”

UNISON
From Unison Industries website:
“Unison is the leading global supplier of complex gas turbine engine components and electrical
& mechanical systems. Unison is a supplier to nearly every engine and airframe program, providing the
most advanced performance solutions for a wide variety of markets including aviation, space and
defense, power, oil and gas, and transportation….
Our Unison team is proud to build the most advanced gas turbine components and electrical and
mechanical systems in the world. Our customers are reaching new heights, and we're helping them get
there.”
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Locally, the Unison Industries is currently spread out in multiple buildings, most of which are in
Beavercreek Township. In an effort to streamline their processes, and as a cost saving measure, they want
to consolidate most of their facilities into a unified large structure.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
As evident from the
aerial to the right, the
property is currently vacant
of any commercial
improvements. The majority
(66%) of area under
consideration with this
application is wooded. There
are two fields within the
property that are currently
tillable land. The two fields
combined comprises 31% of
the 53.75 parcel. The
proposed PUD will have
about 1,375 feet of frontage
on Research Boulevard, and
about 3,100 feet of frontage
on I-675 roadway (and exit
ramp). As I-675 is a limited
access freeway, there isn’t an
opportunity for additional
access points along that frontage. While the property sits at about the same elevation (slightly sloping
down from north to south) as the freeway, there is trees/vegetation within ODOT’s right-of-way that
will help screen the northern and eastern sides of any future buildings and surface parking areas.

Current and Surrounding Zoning
As previously stated, the
property is currently zoned RP-1
Research Park. While the Zoning Code
has many permitted used within RP-1
zoning districts, general manufacturing
is not among them. In order for Unison
Industries LLC to consolidate their
business at this location, general
3

manufacturing (currently a conditional use in I2 districts) will be needed as an allowable use.
The surrounding Zoning Districts and uses are as follows:
Direction

Zoning

Use

North

N/A

South

A-1 / I-1

West

A-1

I-675/US 35 interchange
Vacant wooded area and Greater Dayton
Construction
Walnut Grove Country Club

East

N/A

I-675

Availability of Utilities
Public water and sewer are either currently available or in close proximity to the proposed PUD.
Some utility extensions will be made as part of, and a condition of, any site plan for the PUD.
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ANALYSIS
Land Use Plan
The 53.75-acre area is
classified as Research and
Development, Office, Light
Industrial- High Tech
Manufacturing on the
Beavercreek Land Use Map
(shaded in purple on the map to
the right.
For Research and
Development, Office, Light
Industrial- High Tech
Manufacturing the Land Use
Plan states:
“This category includes research
and development uses, as well as general high technology manufacturing operations, offices and
warehousing, and light industrial uses. Collectively, these uses lend themselves toward the design of
research and business park employment centers.
This type of development requires public utilities, such as: three-phase electric power, gas, water supply
and wastewater disposal. The availability and capacity of such utilities is a major factor in the
attractiveness to develop properties within this land use category.
Research and Development, Office, Light Industrial- High Tech Manufacturing areas should be located
within close proximity of the labor force, and possess excellent access to the many methods of
transportation required to ship raw materials and finished products. Sites should be a reasonable
distance from intersections of regional network thoroughfares that in turn access major highways via
interchanges. Sites should be located so that trucks and employees do not travel through residential or
commercial areas, but rather along the periphery of those urban uses of the community, in accessing a
freeway arterial.”
The proposed rezoning is compatible with the Land Use Plan.
The area is also located within VPA 51 on the Land Use Map. The text in the Land Use Plan for
this particular VPA simply describes the geographical features and location specifics, but does not make
any specific regulations and/or limitations to development therein. It does reiterate the Thoroughfare Plan
proposes a public north/south connector within the VPA.
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Proposed Zoning Change
The proposed rezoning would continue to allow uses permitted and conditionally permitted
within an RP-1 districts (see packet), but also will allow general manufacturing. I-PUDs are permitted to
have, per the City Zoning Code, “those uses included as permitted, conditional and accessory uses in
industrial zoning districts are permitted in an I-PUD District. One or more of these permitted and
accessory uses may be excluded from the specific I-PUD when the City Council determines that the
specific permitted or accessory use normally allowed in the I-1 Zoning District is inappropriate for the
specific I-PUD.” Additionally, “upon approval by the City Council, specifically listed permitted and
accessory uses allowed in commercial districts may be permitted as conditional uses in an I-PUD.”
Therefore keeping the RP-1 uses and adding manufacturing is an allowable action by City Council, and so
Planning Commission can recommend it, if they feel it is appropriate.
Access/Transportation
The general location map provided by the applicant shows three access points to be located off of
Research Boulevard. The locations of access points will be established at the specific site plan stage.
Setback/Buffers
A condition has been added to the proposed Resolution that requires a 100-foot buffer from the
property to the west. In preliminary discussions, if built, the future public roadway will be constructed
along this western property line. The public roadway would permitted to be located within the future
buffer area (as the land will need to be dedicated as public right-of-way prior to the roadway opening,
and would not be within the private property anyway).
Recommendation
Based on the above analysis Staff recommend approvals of this request subject to the conditions
outlined in the attached resolution.
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https://www.nrn.com/quick-service/covid-forcing-restaurants-rethink-modernize-drive-thru-lanes

COVID is forcing restaurants to rethink,
modernize drive-thru lanes
Health crisis has accelerated pre-pandemic trends to evolve drive-thru lanes for contactless
pickup of mobile orders; CEO of SeeLevel HX, which produced the annual QSR Drive-Thru
study, to address evolving car lanes at upcoming Restaurants Rise powered by MUFSO session
Nancy Luna | Oct 05, 2020
Drive-thru lanes have been around for decades, popularized by the car culture of Southern
California — the birthplace of iconic quick-service brands such as McDonald’s, In-N-Out
Burger and Carl’s Jr.
Early iterations of drive-up or drive-thru ordering lanes include a single lane with a two-way
speaker or parking stalls manned by roller skating carhops. For decades, drive-thru lanes have
been the main driver of sales at fast-food chains, generating anywhere from 60% to 70% of
sales.
Related: QSR Drive-Thru Study: Here’s how quick-service brands like McDonald’s and Taco
Bell ranked on accuracy
Yet, up until the past year, innovation at the drive-thru has been largely scarce. But that’s about
to change as McDonald’s, Taco Bell, Chipotle Mexican Grill, Shake Shake and Burger King are
developing modern drive-thru lanes to fit the needs of today's consumer.
One of the biggest developments: the rise of car lanes dedicated for mobile pick up orders — a
pre-pandemic trend that has accelerated due to the coronavirus crisis, according to Lisa van
Kesteren, CEO of SeeLevel HX.
Related: These 10 fast-food chains had the slowest and fastest drive-thru times in 2020, QSR
Drive-Thru Study shows
“Drive thru and mobile are here to stay,” van Kesteren told Nation’s Restaurant News in an
interview prior to the company releasing its annual QSR Drive-Thru Study.

Nancy Luna

The pandemic is fueling the rise of drive-thru lanes designed for mobile order/pickup like this
Chipotlane in Southern California.
Before the pandemic, fast-casual chains like Chipotle Mexican Grill and Noodles & Company
began testing contact free pickup from car lanes. Unlike traditional drive-thru lanes, the orders
are made ahead of time through a brand’s digital channels, saving on wait times, or how long it
takes to order after getting in line.
These lanes have performed well for Chipotle, which has about 100 Chipotlanes open. At the
peak of the pandemic, the Newport Beach, Calif.-based said it planned to accelerate its growth of
Chipotlanes because orders from these channels are also more profitable. Chipotlanes are
expected to be included in more than 60% of new Chipotle restaurants.
Potential landlords, previously skeptical about Chipotlanes, are now more flexible about these
types of restaurants.
Limited service restaurants are taking notice.
Taco Bell announced plans in August to open smaller footprint stores that cater to on-the-go
consumers looking for double drive-thrus and curbside pickup.
In September, Burger King unveiled two new “Restaurant of Tomorrow” designs that cater to
COVID trends. The prototypes provide as many as three drive-thru lanes, curbside pickup,
lockers for mobile and delivery orders and walkup options for carryout orders.

New York City-based Shake Shack has created a new format store called Shack Track. The
restaurants, either new builds or modified stores, will have drive-thru lanes and/or walk-up
windows. Shake Shack plans to convert about 8 to 10 existing stores into Shack Tracks over the
next few months. The first conversion occurred recently at a downtown Los Angeles location,
which was modified with a walk-up window. The company is also adding curbside pickup
options.
SeeLevel’s van Kesteren said the way chains look at drive-thrus is changing due to COVID.
When jurisdictions closed dining rooms to curb the spread of the novel coronavirus in March,
drive-thrus became a key ordering channel. Brands also directed customers to use drive-thru
lanes to pick up mobile orders, which complicated matters over the last six months and led to
stalled speed of service times.
That’s why brands like Taco Bell and Burger King are rethinking how they use drive-thrus in the
future.
“I would not be surprised to see them adding a second kitchen and maybe having a different
drive through lines” for mobile orders, she said.
Van Kesteren will be discussing the findings in the latest QSR Drive Thru Study at NRN's digital
conference Restaurants Rise powered by MUFSO, which kicks off Tuesday. Her session is at 1
p.m. Eastern Thursday, Oct. 8.
Contact Nancy Luna at nancy.luna@informa.com
Follow her on Twitter: @fastfoodmaven
TAGS: Fast Casual Coronavirus Restaurants Ready
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Fueled by COVID, Restaurants Race to the
Drive Thru
With more competition comes higher expectations.
Drive Thru | August 2020 | Danny Klein

Chick-fil-A
Chick-fil-A's in-line order-taking strategy is something Starbucks is planning, too.

The COVID-19 pandemic has slugged on for six months now. Two truths remain—counterservice brands are in better shape than other sectors; and those with drive thrus are a step further.
Location technology company Bluedot recently released its second “State of What Feeds Us”
report (check out the first here). In it, the company found 74 percent of people have visited the
drive thru the same amount or more often than usual since COVID-19 landed. That’s a 43
percent leap from April.

It proves what’s fast become a crystal byproduct of the pandemic: Consumers are leaning on
drive thrus to avoid crowds and contact.
But this brings the industry to an inflection point, especially as more and more fast casuals and
upstarts enter the drive-thru fray. Chains like Chipotle, Noodles & Company, and even Shake
Shack, have touted heightened drive-thru strategies for a post-coronavirus world. Chipotle
opened net 37 restaurants in Q2. Twenty-one of those included the so-labeled “Chipotlane”
mobile order pickup window. And the company projects 60 percent of its new restaurant growth
this year will showcase the feature. Next year, the mix will exceed 70 percent. Chipotle even said
it was going to hire 10,000 people over the coming months to support expansion.
Cowen analyst Andrew Charles wrote in a note he sees Chipotle expanding the drive-thru format
from 100 stores to 1,000 by 2025, which would account for 33 percent of the company’s
operating profits. He said they offer enhanced profitability, expedited throughput, and richer data
collection.
"We argue Chipotle is uniquely positioned to benefit with this new format given digital sales that
were an impressive 20 percent of sales pre-COVID-19, while the concept does not have any
traditional/legacy drive-thru operations that would require customer behavior to be altered,"
Charles wrote.
Noodles & Company, meanwhile, was on the verge of reigniting unit growth before COVID-19
curbed non-essential spending. With store-level trends on the rise, the 456-unit chain expects to
get back on track well before 2022. However, the changing climate will bring order-ahead, drivethru pickup windows to 70 percent of new locations.
And beyond Shake Shack’s creative 2021 drive-thru design, which features three lanes, the
company is investing in walk-up windows and dedicated delivery courier pickup areas.
Starbucks is building “several hundred” Pickup stores in the next 12–18 months and working on
drive-thru enhancements, such as handheld devices for employees to take orders in line.
As evident, what you’re likely to see near- to mid-term for restaurants is a development march
into suburban markets to capitalize on this drive-thru race. Starbucks noted in its Q2 recap that
customer visits continue to shift from urban cafes to suburban drive thrus, and it’s a safe bet the
company’s real estate agility will play out in real time.
READ MORE:
How Drive-Thru Restaurants Can Thrive in the Age of Social Distancing
Smaller Footprints, More Drive Thru: Restaurant Design in a COVID World
For Chipotle, outside of cities is where Chipotlanes will blossom. These stores have pushed
digital mix of 60 percent in recent weeks, with about two-thirds coming from order ahead and
pickup. It’s a higher-margin, more consumer-friendly channel than third-party delivery.

Additionally, of the 13 Chipotlanes in the company’s comp system, sales ran more than 10
percent higher from the same opening period compared to traditional units, while more recent
openings during COVID-19 are 30 percent above average stores.
All of these chains, sans Shake Shack, have mentioned relocating and remodeling units as well to
take advantage. The bet many restaurants are making is that while socially distant trends might
fade, or adjust, consumers’ love affair with convenience and contactless will not. Once you’ve
had a frictionless, omnichannel experience, there’s no going back.
The notion surfaces a fresh challenge. What’s the right drive-thru setup, and what will separate
the winning experiences now that it’s quickly become an even denser field? Should you go the
order-ahead-only route, like Chipotle and Noodles & Company? Or do you attempt to blend it all
together, like Shake Shack?

Zebra Projects LTD

A lane for every type of order at Shake Shack.
Bluedot found that the average speed of drive-thru service has been four minutes, 15 seconds
during the pandemic. That equates to only two cars completing the drive thru before it becomes
frustrating for consumers.
The latter stems from another data point: 81 percent of respondents said anything more than 10
minutes was too long for a drive-thru experience.
One of the reasons Chick-fil-A has been so successful with drive thru speaks to the above
dynamic. Drive thru isn’t all about speed. Across the 10 brands studied in QSR’s Drive-Thru

Performance Study (conducted before COVID-19), the average speed of service slowed by about
21 seconds, from 234.08 seconds in 2018 to 255.34 in 2019.
And Chick-fil-A was No. 10, at 322.98 seconds. Yet still, the 2,500-unit brand ranked best in
both order accuracy (at 94 percent, 4 percentage points higher than No. 2 Burger King) and
customer service (scoring top marks in eye contact, pleasant demeanor, smiling, saying “please,”
and being “very friendly”).
The why behind this could serve as a valuable lesson going forward into a drive-thru-dominated
era. Firstly, Chick-fil-A’s service time was slowest simply because it was the busiest by a good
distance. A full 77 percent of its drive-thru experiences had three or more cars in line, while 35.5
percent had six or more cars in line. To put that in perspective, McDonald’s was the secondbusiest drive thru, and only 41.8 percent of its drive thrus had three or more cars and 9.1 percent
had six or more.
Yet here’s the kicker: Slowest or not, 56 percent of “mystery shoppers” rated their experiences in
the Chick-fil-A drive thru as “fast,” two percentage points above the industry average. And the
auditors reported they were “satisfied” or “highly satisfied” by nearly 95 percent of Chick-fil-A’s
drive thru experiences versus 79 percent sector wide.
It suggests delivering drive-thru experience remains a circular opportunity. There’s as much of a
customer experience hook as greeting dine-in guests. And this is going to be doubly the case in a
post-coronavirus world where more and more customers are pulling up.
Chick-fil-A famously meets diners with “face-to-face” ordering in the drive-thru line, which has
changed a bit in recent times. Now, customers put their credit card in a portable device without
touching anything. Chick-fil-A also built handwashing stations.
But the overall aim hasn’t changed. Chick-fil-A can greet guests sooner, basically upon arrival,
and then boost throughput by giving staff more time to prepare each order.

Noodles & Company

Order-ahead pickup lanes, like this one at Noodles & Company, are gaining prominence.
Chipotle recently built its 100th.
On a less concrete note, though, guests perceive the experience more favorably than if they
waited behind a long line of cars, without talking to anybody for minutes on end.
During COVID-19, as dining-room staffing needs naturally lowered, some Chick-fil-As
expanded to two or three drive-thru lanes, using cones, canopies, and other pop-up decor.
Operators extended WiFi capabilities.
The chain devised a check-point system of sorts to keep the consumer journey flowing, from
getting your order taken at the front to paying at step two, to pickup at the end. And so forth.
Again, it’s not all that different from how the dining room used to work.
In-N-Out is a category leader in this practice, too. Recognizing the drive-thru line as a common
bottleneck, the burger chain has long sent order takers down the queue with hand-held devices.
In July, Starbucks CEO Kevin Johnson said the feature was coming to its footprint. Drive thru,
combined with mobile order-and-pay, accounted for nearly 90 percent of the company’s Q3 sales
volume—a full 30 percent higher than normal.

COO Roz Brewer said adding handheld point-of-sale devices would “bust the line,” a retail term
that refers to employees working up the line to take orders on mobile tablets faster than counter
staff can operate a stationary terminal.
A simple goal: Better throughput as Starbucks puts orders in a queue faster, gets out-the-window
times down, and delivers food to consumers quickly. And, like the Chick-fil-A effect, a more
satisfied customer that isn’t entirely reliant on speed of service.
Bluedot asked consumers about the safety element of drive thrus. Having order takers walk the
line does bring up the question of whether or not it will be more unsettling for guests. This is
why Chick-fil-A features contactless payment and makes sure employees clearly wear masks
(cow themed in places). Guests can also order via the app or online, which is the focus of the
Chipotle model.
Bluedot said 29 percent of respondents said they feel safer when sanitation and safety
information is posted at the drive-thru window, followed closely by less contact or zero contact
with staff (25 percent).
In April, the figures were 38 percent for contactless and 23 percent for posting information.
So what you’re seeing is a more comfortable consumer mostly OK with limited human contact.
You just have to invest in visual cues.
The change in behavior stems from guests practicing their own safety precautions (easy access to
masks, experiences going out), lockdown fatigue, and restaurants getting better at sharing and
promoting new safety features.
The winning formula appears to be a combination of contactless options alongside signage and
employee practices that get the message across. Some guests are going to be more guarded than
others. But everyone can agree multiple points of purchase are better than fewer ones. And the
less mystery when it comes to what’s happening, the better. This can be as true in the drive thru
as it is walking in the lobby.
Brizo FoodMetrics’ data shows 310,790 “independent” U.S. restaurants with takeout or drivethru capabilities operating today. The company defines the pool as concepts with four or fewer
units that have received customer reviews within the last six months.

Brizo FoodMetrics

The top 15 metros.
The rise of curbside
As expected, curbside pickup continues to experience higher usage today compared to early
COVID-19. Restaurants are adopting the practice in greater numbers.
Sixty-two percent of Bluedot’s respondents said they have used curbside pickup at a restaurant
the same amount as before or more often than before in the last month.
Forty percent said they’ve used curbside pickup at a restaurant more than usual. In April, the
figure was just 27 percent.
Akin to drive thru, as more operators onboard the option, consumer expectations will climb. In
this case, there’s been an increase in importance when it comes to staff wearing a mask and
gloves at curbside, Bluedot said.
Me not needing to leave my car

•
•

First study: 31 percent
Current: 27 percent

You can see here, once more, how consumers are loosening up their lockdown behaviors a bit.
Staff meeting me at curbside with mask and gloves
•
•

First study: 18 percent
Current: 26 percent

It seems the honeymoon period is over. Now that curbside is a relatively common channel,
guests aren’t accepting the novelty of it. They’re judging one experience versus another. That’s
true from a competitive angle as well as a repeat visit one.
Minimal or zero contact and interaction with staff
•
•

First study: 30 percent
Current: 22 percent

The same thread as before: The more time passes, the more guests trust restaurant workers.
There’s no question some users will have the reverse experience. But if a brand delivers, and the
guest is no worse because of it, fears will ease on some level. And then it comes down to the
experience and meeting needs beyond just safety measures.
Carryout choices
There is even less patience for carryout and in-store pickup than drive thru. Customers don’t
want to wait in line with other customers. As much trust is being credited to employees of
restaurants, the same isn’t true of other patrons. A vast majority of people list other guests as
their No. 1 concern with dining out in a COVID world, not the restaurant itself.
Bluedot reported that 67 percent of guests view waiting six minutes or more as too long and
frustrating for in-store pickup.
Sixty-five percent of people have picked up in-store at a restaurant the same number or more
often than before in the last month, the company added. That’s a 10 percent increase from the
start of April.
Three out of four respondents, or 72 percent, said they experience fear and/or anxiety over
walking into a store/restaurant. That’s down from 80 percent in April.

Clearly, guests are increasingly willing to walk in and grab their food. Yet a restaurant might
lose that same customer if they enter a crowded lobby and find it difficult to maintain their
distance. You could say it defeats the contactless purpose. Consumers didn’t really like waiting
for pickup before. Now, doing so taps into a host of other issues, from personal safety to guilt
over leaving the house and making a seemingly bold choice. “I had to wait in line with 20 other
people,” is a much different story to relay than, “I walked in, grabbed the food, spoke to nobody,
touched nothing, and left.”
Chipotle, Cava, and hordes of other chains have rolled pickup shelves to units to streamline the
process.
Apps on the rise
Bluedot discovered a significant increase in mobile app usage to purchase food and essentials.
The company said 64 percent of respondents have downloaded at least one or more new apps to
buy food from restaurants, grocers, and other essential stories. It’s up close to 15 percent from
April.
All of this is connected. Apps to order food for contactless carryout. Apps to get drive-thru
orders up and paid before you head over. It’s customer service, served digitally.
App usage
Same amount or more often than before
•
•

First study: 85 percent
Current: 88 percent

More often or much more often than before
•
•

First study: 42 percent
Current: 50 percent

Same amount as before
•
•

First study: 39 percent
Current: 39 percent

The gains, Bluedot said, are coming from those who previously used apps less often and are now
using them much more often—an unlock to get food the way people want today.

Sixty-four percent of people said they prefer notifying restaurants of arrival via the app or
texting. Of which it’s an even split between automated check-ins via the app or texting the
restaurant directly.
Forty-nine percent said they’ve downloaded two or more apps—up just slightly from 45 percent
in the last study.
The safety question
In Bluedot’s study, employees not wearing masks was, by far, the No. 1 reason respondents said
they would not return to a restaurant. Sixty-two percent ranked wearing masks as the most
important safety measure (there were 28 to choose from). Nearly 40 percent of people also said
they feel more safe in the drive thru compared to delivery, third-party delivery, and carryout.
Curbside pickup was second.
What’s safest?
Drive thru
•
•
•

Overall: 38 percent
Women: 39 percent
Men: 37 percent

Curbside
•
•
•

Overall: 21 percent
Women: 23 percent
Men: 19 percent

In-store pickup
•
•
•

Overall: 9 percent
Women: 9 percent
Menu: 9 percent

One thing to note, women perceive drive thru as three-and-half times safer than in-store pickup.
This spreads across regions, too (safety ranking):
Drive thru

•
•
•
•

Midwest: 43 percent
West: 41 percent
South: 38 percent
Northeast: 29 percent

Curbside
•
•
•
•

Midwest: 24 percent
West: 20 percent
South: 21 percent
Northeast: 20 percent

In-store pickup
•
•
•
•

Midwest: 11 percent
West: 7 percent
South: 11 percent
Northeast: 10 percent

When it comes to waiting, Bluedot summarized that the closer guests get to stepping into a
physical store, the less waiting is expected and tolerated.
Percentage of consumers who feel frustrated waiting 10 minutes or more:
•
•
•

Drive thru: 81 percent
Curbside: 83 percent
In-store: 86 percent

Gender differences
Willing to wait more than 10 minutes at a drive thru
•
•

Women: 20 percent
Men: 16 percent

Rank minimal wait times as one of the largest safety factors

•
•

Women: 30 percent
Menu: 39 percent
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Starbucks
Starbucks has leaned on its drive-thru locations throughout the pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed our daily routines profoundly in countless ways, but none
may be more universal than the rapid adaptation of quick-service restaurants to drive-thru-centric
service models. Acting as a virtual lifeline to restaurants from the onset of this pandemic, the
drive-thru has now become an obvious visual signifier of the times we live in.
In this age of social distancing, the shift of focus away from the on-premise dining room may
alter customer preferences well beyond the current period. For these restaurants to flourish in
both normal and uncertain conditions, their experience must be a paragon of technology-enabled
flexibility, efficiency and customer safety.
Customers Need a Special (No) Touch
A key step to establishing a “new normal” going forward will be restoring confidence in their
safety as they transact businesses in both quick-service drive-thrus and newly reopened dining
rooms without compromising buying incentives such as coupons and gift cards. Even though

drive-thru options and touchless payments can greatly reduce contact, there is still an exchange
when customers want to use buying incentives. Restaurateurs are pivoting to some innovative
solutions to answer this challenge.
One tool at their disposal is enabling strong secondary scanning devices. With secondary
scanning solution, the customer can simply hold out their personal smart devices displaying
barcodes/digital coupons and the drive-thru cashier can use the barcode scanner to read the
presented information without touching. This allows the customer and drive-thru cashier to
minimize contact. Without a secondary scanner, the employee would be forced to take the
coupon or personal item and either hand-key or conduct an additional scan into the system
leading to increased touch and wait times. Even more importantly, secondary scanning devices
can easily be tethered to either drive-thru windows or the actual cashier processing the order.
This way, you can put to rest any worries of butterfingered associates dropping your brand-new
devices out on an unforgiving pavement during a busy rush.
This emphasis on safe, contactless operation is moving to inside the dining room as well. One
cherished feature of quick-serves—the self-service beverage dispenser—is quickly evolving to
the no-touch paradigm as well. Leading soft-drink manufacturers have enabled QR-based
technology on their flagship dispensers in order to allow customers to order their favorite drinks
on-demand without physically interacting with the equipment in any way. They can hold their
personal smartphone camera to the dispenser’s display to scan the QR code. Once scanned, it
replicates the dispenser’s user interface on their screen. That makes it intuitive, safe and seamless
for them to choose from the full menu of brands and flavors on offer. The dispenser does the rest,
then offers a full cup of the customer’s choice beverage for them to pickup.
Smarter integration with customers’ personal devices will be a key component of managing
lines, safety and customer expectations going forward.
Safety Meets State-of-the-Art
While contactless ordering, pickup and transactions will be crucial components going forward,
customers will stay want to occupy and use dining rooms as states gradually phase in dining
room reopenings. Quick-service restaurant operators are tasked with providing the cleanest
possible environments in both their dining rooms and kitchens in order to reduce the spread of
harmful viruses. Manual cleaning, no matter how extensive and regularly-done, will leave
operators at some level of risk. This is why tech-based ultraviolet light cleaning solutions have
become an attractive proposition.
UV-C light is used to eradicate harmful bacteria, including antibiotic resistant viruses (including
Coronaviruses SARS and MERS). Best of all, you don’t have to rely strictly upon cleaning
service providers to do periodic UV-C light “deep cleanings” while you are closed. Quick-serve
operators can now employ a host of smartphone, tablet, payment pad and kiosk enclosures that
employ UV-C light to offer a continuous, automated disinfection of high-touch surfaces to
greatly reduce to spread of dangerous microbes.

As for kitchen operations, the importance of ensuring that your employees are in full compliance
with federal and state food handling and prep guidelines can’t be overstated. Even before largescale health-related events such as the COVID-19 pandemic, food labeling and traceability were
areas of paramount concern and great liability for operations.
This allows employees to be more aware of shelf life calculations and reduce the chances of
serving your customers spoiled food. It also promotes standardized, consistent labeling
throughout all your locations for a more streamlined experience. To this end, operators are now
employing tablets paired with mobile thermal printers to proactively track inventory and avoid
spoilage/food waste. They can also simplify food prep with convenient batch label printing. Best
of all, this mobile technology generates data to inform valuable insights on kitchen operations.
In the age of social distancing, restaurants must evolve to ensure business continuity and
profitability. Leveraging technology in a smart, safe and efficient fashion will be the difference
maker in this challenging business environment and beyond. Quick-service restaurant brands
must quickly ascertain if they have sufficient in-house expertise and resources to rise to the
occasion, and then engage leading technology partners to fill in the gaps where they don’t.
It’s “essential” to their survival.
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